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A LETTER FROM THE OBELISK HERALD
Greetings one and all!
Just a quick reminder that I am looking for a deputy.  Direct questions to me

(address in the quarterly rosters or the Black Star) and send actual letters of application,
with a copy of a current membership card, to me.  I will copy Star Principal on all
material I receive.

Star Principal has a letter on page 7.  This letter includes two very important
notes.  Please do not browse the Gazette and miss this important letter.

As of printing time, I have not received the Laurel Letter from Mistress Jaelle’s
last meeting at the end of May.  Most likely the Acceptances and Returns for that meet-
ing will be in the August Gazette.

I hope to see many of you at Ansteorran Twentieth Year Celebration.  There will
be a consulting table (like Gulf Wars and Steppes Warlord) on Friday and Saturday.
Check on site for location and times.  This table will offer consultations and, for an
added fee, will draw up and color all forms for the submitter.  If you can help at least
part time with the consultation table, please do.  Come by the table and schedule a time
to come back and help.

Included in the Gazette this month, as an insert, is a current price list from Free
Trumpet Press West.  If you are unfamiliar with FTPW, please check ou t the letter from
the Curator, below.

Lastly, please note that Asterisk has changed the deadline date for submissions
for the August ILoI.  Due to the expected load of submissions from ATYC, the July
deadline will be items in her hands by July 11.  Essentially, if it is handed to her on site
at ATYC or is waiting in her mailbox when she returns then it will go in August.  (As
always, if any month’s submissions are too large, Asterisk reserves the right to post-
pone some until the next month due to workload.)

Etienne, Obelisk

FROM THE FREE TRUMPET PRESS WEST CURATOR
Free Trumpet Press West (FTPW) is the official publication branch of the SCA

College of Arms.  Working with the Laurel Sovereign of Arms and the Morsulus Her-
ald, the principal products of FTPW are the SCA Ordinary and Armorial and their
respective updates.  FTPW also publishes the College of Arms Rules for Submissions /
Administrative Handbook, collations of CoA Precedents, and the proceedings of vari-
ous Known World Heraldic Symposia.  We also sell "A Dictionary of Period Russian
Names" and "The Pictorial Dictionary of Heraldry" (aka "The Pic Dict").

All prices on the list include shipping and (where applicable) Illinois Sales Tax.
FTPW gladly takes checks (payable to SCA, Inc - Free Trumpet Press West), Visa and
MasterCard.

Rory mac Feidhlimidh, Curator

Free Trumpet Press West
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INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 0799
1) Ailitha ingen Cathail (Wastelands)

Resubmitted name.

Documentation provided:
Ailitha English feminine given.  This spelling
dated to 1202 under Ailith in “Feminine Given Names in
A Dictionary of English Surnames” (Talan Gwynek /
Brian Scott, 1994).
ingen Cathail Scots Gaelic patronymic dated
to 12th Century in “A Simple Guide to Constructing 12th

Century Scottish Gaelic Names” p 2 of 8 (Sharon L.
Krossa, 1997,
www.abdn.ac.uk/~his016/scotnames/simplescotgaelicnam
es12.html)
Photocopies:  All cited.
Submission history: “Ailitha” was returned in kingdom
12/98 for lack of a byname.  “Ailitha of the Wastelands”
(ILoI 0599 item 1) was withdrawn by the submitter.
Changes: Minor changes only. Desired gender is female.

2) Ainar Magnusson (Northkeep)
New name.  New device.

Sable, on a pile
between two
mullets of six
points argent a
raven sable.

Documentation provided:
Ainar Norse masculine given, documented as
“Einarr” from p 9 of The Old Norse Name by Gierr Bassi.
The submitter believes that “Ainar” is an alternate
spelling and asks for help in documenting or justifying it.
Magnusson Norse patronymic based on “Magnús”
ibid. p. 13.  Formation of patronymic documented ibid. p.
6.
Photocopies:  All cited.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Norse language/culture is
most important.  Desired gender is male.

3) Ascelyn Balstene (Bonwicke)
Resubmitted device. Name registered 2/97.

Per chevron argent
and gules, a
mortar and pestle
vert and a comet
argent.

Submission
history:

“Per chevron argent and gules a mortar and pestle vert
and a comet reversed bendwise argent” was returned in
kingdom 8/96 for a non-period and unblazonable
depiction of the comet.

4) Bjorn Lochlannac (Bonwicke)
New device. Name registered 11/89 via the

Outlands.
Per saltire sable
and gules.

Changes:
No instructions given about the submitter’s currently
registered device.  By default, the old device will be
released unless we receive other instructions.
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5) Cassandra von Rhein (Middleford)
New name.  New device.

Per bend sinister
Or and vert, a
stag’s head
erased
contourny
proper and a
grapevine
fructed argent.

Documentation provided:
Cassandra Feminine given name dated to 1182-
1211 in this spelling on p 86 of Reaney & Wilson (3rd)
under Cass.
von Rhein German locative byname formed from
the name of the river Rhein.  “Rhein” is a header on p 455
of Bahlow (English ed.).
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes:  Minor changes only.  German language /
culture is most important.  Desired gender is female.
Changes requested for authenticity to German language /
culture.

6) Catin de Mortain (Northkeep)
New name.  New device.

Vert, a dragon
passant and on a
chief double-
arched argent,
three hearts
azure.

Documentation provided:
Catin English feminine given.  This spelling
dated to 1177 and 1200 in “Feminine Given Names in A
Dictionary of English Surnames” (Talan Gwynek / Brian
Scott, 1994).  Found at
http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/talan/reaney/reany.c
gi?Katharine.
de French preposition meaning “of”

Mortain French place name which existed in
southwestern Normandy.  Dated to 1328 in William R.
Sheperd’s Historical Atlas (New York, Barnes & Noble,
1929).  Found at
http://wwwl.pitt.edu/~medart/image/france/france-l-to-
z/mapsfrance/sf076fra.jpg.
Photocopies: Web pages as cited, printed 12/7/98 at
12:30 PM.
Changes: Minor changes only. Language/culture is
checked as most important, but none is specified.  Desired
gender is female.

7) Celestria Monelyght Le Dragon (Bryn Gwlad)
New name.

Documentation provided:
Celestria English feminine given.  This spelling
dated to 1206 and 1221 in “Feminine Given Names in A
Dictionary of English Surnames” (Talan Gwynek / Brian
Scott, 1994).  Found at
http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/talan/reaney/reany.c
gi?Celestria.
Monelyght Reaney & Wilson (3rd) p 313.
Le Dragon Reaney & Wilson (3rd) p. 141.
Photocopies: Talan Gwynek printed 5/2/99.
Changes: Minor changes only. Desired gender is female.

8) Chenrec MacGriogair (Steppes)
New name.

New device.
Azure, on a fess
raguly Or two
catamounts passant
respectant sable.

Documentation provided:
Chenwrec English masculine given name dated to
11060 in Reaney & Wilson (3rd) p. 263 under Kenrick.
MacGriogair Gaelic patronymic byname found on p.
505 of Black under MacGregor.
Photocopies: None needed.
Changes: Minor changes only. Desired gender is
male.
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9) Conall Ó Ríoghbhardáin (Lindenwood)
Resubmitted device.  Name in ILoI 0399 and LoI

0599.
Per chevron azure and
argent, three crescents
argent and a natural
leopard sable.  [Asterisk
note: the dots on the
leopard are white and
the claws are red.]

Submission history:
Submitted as Azure, on a pile inverted between in chief
two crescents argent, a leopard sable but reblazoned Per
chevron azure and argent, two crescnets argent and a
leopard rampant sable, the previous device was
withdrawn by the submitter for similarity to, and possible
conflict with Meadhbh Fionnghuala nic Mhatha Per
chevron azure and argetn, two increscents argent and a
cat couchant sable

10) Crystal of Middleford (Middleford)
New name.  New device.

Per saltire vert
and azure a
hippogriff
within a bordure
argent.

Documentation provided:
Crystal Submitter’s legal given name.  Black p
151 under Chrystal gives Crystal as a form of the name
and dates Cristall to 1549 and Christall to 1561 as
masculine given names.
of Middleford Locative byname created from
submitter’s SCA group, Middleford (reg 9/84).
Photocopies: Submitter’s birth certificate, email about
Black documentation and others.
Changes:  Any.  The submitter doesn’t care about gender.

11) Deirdre Mac Giolla Rua (Middleford)
New name.  New device.

Azure, a chevron
Or between two
escallops and a
winged sea-
unicorn erect
argent.

Documentation provided:
Deirdre None
Mac Giolla Rua MacLysaght, Irish Families: Their
Names, Arms and Origins p. 134
Photocopies: MacLysaght.
Changes:  Any. Meaning is most important.  (None
shown on form, but MacLysaght gives meaning of Mac
Giolla Rua as “son of the red (haired) youth.”)  Desired
gender is female. Changes requested for authenticity to
15th century Irish.

12) Gabriele René de Bernard (Steppes)
New name.  New device.

Argent, two bears combatant gules, a rose and a chief
invected azure.

Documentation
provided:

Gabriele English given name; Reaney & Wilson,
3rd Ed. p. 181 under Gabriel, dated to 1296.
RenéFrench patronymic byname dated to the 16th c. by
Cateline da la Mor, Sixteenth Century Norman Names, at
http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/cateline/norman16.
html
Photocopies: None.
Changes: Minor changes only. Language/culture is most
important but none was specified.  Desired gender is
female. Changes requested for authenticity to language /
culture but none was specified.
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13) Gest Grimsson (Northkeep)
Change of device.  Name registered 10/89.

Vert, a narwhal
hauriant argent.

Changes:
If registered, he wants to release his old device, Per pale
vert and sable, a narwhale hauriant embowed argent.

14) John Bayne (Steppes)
New name.  New device.

Gules, on a pale between
two trees Or a tree sable.

Documentation provided:
JohnWithycome, 3rd ed, p 178
Bayne Reaney & Wilson (p 24 under “Bain”)
list John Bayne 1301 and Ewir Bayne 1623.  Other
examples in Black under “Bayne” p 61.
Photocopies: Emails regarding submissions.
Changes: Minor changes only.  Having last name
Bayne or some derivative spelling is most important.
Desired gender is male. Changes requested for
authenticity to language / culture, but none specified.

14) Loch Ruadh, Canton of
Resubmitted badge.  Name registered 12/98.

Quarterly gules
and sable, on a
flame Or a rock
gules within a
bordure Or.

Submission
history:

“Quarterly gules and sable on a flame Or a rock gules”
was returned by Laurel 12/98 for conflict with William of
Sark “Sable a flame proper.”  His flame is a gold flame
with a red flame within it that was indistinguishable from
the canton’s rock.

16) Marcus Blackwell (Bjornsborg)
New device. Name registered 5/99.

Or, a dexter arm
embowed proper,
vested gules,
maintaining a
roundel barry
wavy sable and
argent.

17) Maria Elena de los Santos (Trelac)
New name.  New device.

Azure, on a bend
sinister argent
three roses gules,
barbed and
seeded proper,
between two
angels argent
with hair sable
and trumpets Or
addorsed.

Documentation provided:
Maria None.
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STATUS OF ILoIs

Elena Tibon, Diccionario Etimologico p 219 –
Santa Elena
de los Santos Tibon, Diccionario Etimologico p 218
under Santo
Photocopies: None.
Changes:  None.  Desired gender is female. Creation of a
“holding name” not allowed.

18) Mor Loft (Middleford)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 4/90.

Or, a phoenix
sable rising
from flames
gules and on a
chief rayonny
sable a bow
fesswise
surmounted by
two arrow
inverted in
saltire Or.

Submission
history:

This is the 4th variation on this theme submitted since
1991.  The immediately previous version, Or, in pale a
bow fesswise surmounted by two arrows in saltire and a
phoenix sable rising from flames gules, was returned by
Laurel 12/98 for using three different charges in a
standard heraldic arrangement (“slot machine heraldry”).

19) Reginleif Ragnarsdottir (Steppes)
Resubmitted device..  Name registered 7/98

Or chape gules, a raven
azure.

Submission history:
“Or chape gules, a raven displayed azure” was returned
by Laurel 9/98 for conflicts with Michael von Rosenau
Argent, an owl displayed azure maintaining a rose
fesswise gules, slipped., and Sheila Eileen Natalia
MacDougal of Perth Ermine, a dove displayed azure
grasping a vine vert, flowered purpure and leaved vert.
Reginleif’s raven had no distinguishing features, so was
treated as a generic bird.  Therefore there was one CD in
each case for the field, but nothing for the difference in
type of bird, and nothing for the maintained charge.”

20) Robin Anderson of Ross (Bryn Gwlad)
Resubmitted device.  Name registered 4/99.

Azure, on a
roundel argent a
dove migrant
sable, in chief
three daisies
argent.

Submission
history:

“Per saltire azure and purpure, on a roundel argent a dove
displayed sable” was returned by Laurel 4/99 for conflict
with Alison Gray of Owlwood “Per pale vert and sable,
on a plate an owl affronty perched on a branch sable”.

21) Sigen Fridriksdottir (Northkeep)
New badge. Name registered 1/96.

Fieldless, on a Thor’s
hammer azure a
roundel argent.

ILoI0199: Discussed 3/21/99.  Results AG 04/99.
LoI 3/30/99.  Laurel meeting 7/17/99.

ILoI0299: Discussed 4/17/99.  Results AG 05/99.
LoI 4/27/99.  Laurel meeting 8/8/99.

ILoI0399: Discussed 5/8/99.  Results AG 06/99.
LoI 5/22/99.  Laurel meeting est. 9/5/99.

ILoI0499: Discussed 6/19/99.  Results this Gazette.
LoI 6/30/99.  Laurel meeting to be announced.

ILoI0599: Discussion Scheduled 7/9/99 - 20th Year.

ILoI0699: Comments due to Retiarius 7/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 8/7/99 - Stargate Summerthing.

ILoI0799: This Gazette.  Comments due to Retiarius 8/20/99.
Discussion Scheduled 9/4/99 - Gothic Wars.
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A LETTER FROM THE STAR PRINCIPAL HERALD
Greetings and cool breezes do I wish to send unto the college as we start the Ansteorra summer.

This month has us saying thank you and fairwell to Talan Gwynek. Talan has decided to take a break from commenting
and will no longer be commenting on submissions in the gazette.  Although we did not always

take the advice of this learned gentleman, we have always been greatful for the considerable time and effort put into his
commentary. I know that I have learned much about name construction from his commentary.  His knowledge and advise will be
missed.  Talan, Thank You!

As many of you are aware, I have been discussing with the college how to best modify the structure and responsiblities of
the college for the future.  I have decided on what those changes will be and I will formally present and implemented at the Red
Tape meeting at the end of July.  I would like to see as many of the regional and staff officers as possible at the meeting.
(Regionals: If there is just no way for you to attend this meeting please contact me)

On the subject of Regional heralds.  I would like to thank Borek Vitalievich Volkov for the service he has given for the last
two years as the central regional herald. He has worked with many of the local heralds in the region both teaching them the job
and helping consult with submittors.  Borek plans to retire at ATYC.

I have asked for applicants to fill the Eclipse Herald office over the last few months. To date I have received NO applica-
tions. I could understand a lack of applications from the more sparsely populated regions but.... I am very disappointed in the
central region. Borek as agreed to continue until a replacement can be found,  let's not make him wait to long.

In service,

Francois, Star

ANNOTATED INTERNAL COLLATED COMMENTARY - FOR ILOI 0499
Here are the decisions made at the Kingdom meeting held June

19, 1999, at King’s College in the Shire of Moonschadowe.
As before, my comments and responses appear throughout.
[Asterisk: like this.]

Kathri, Asterisk
————————————————————————

Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle
Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Retiarius Pursuivant, make
most courteous greetings.

For information on commentary submission formats or to
receive a copy of the collated commentary, you can contact
me at:
Charlene Charette
15910 Valverde Drive, Houston, TX  77083
281/277-4055 (11am-10pm)
charlene@flash.net

Perronnelle, Retiarius
————————————————————————

Commenters for this issue:

Da’ud ibn Auda  –  al-Jamal Herald

Gawain of Miskbridge  –  Green Anchor Herald, Calontir

Bryn Gwlad  –  Commenters this month were Mari Elspeth

nic Bryan, Daniel de Lincoln, Pegasus Devona, Johann
Kiefer Hayden, and Gwenllian ferch Maredudd.  All armory
has been checked for conflict using the on-line Ordinary.
Items for which we had no comments and found no conflicts
have been omitted.  Standard references used include Reaney
& Wilson; Bardsley; Geirr Bassi;  A Pictorial Dictionary of
Heraldry as Used in the SCA; the Rules for Submission,
and various Laurel precedents.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael  –  Opinicus Pursuivant, Midrealm

Magnus von Lubeck  –  Shadowlands

Talan Gwynek  –  Fause Lozenge Herald, Midrealm

————————————————————————

1.  Amariah de Clovis  (Mendersham)
New name; New device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, a double-headed phoenix rising from

flames gules and on a bordure sable eleven roundels argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Phoenixes are “rising from flames” by default.

(That’s what makes them phoenixes instead of eagles.)  Since
the flames are the same tincture as the phoenix, we can drop
the phrase “rising from flames” from the blazon.

Unless there is some specific reason (like a cant,
which I do not see here) to number the plates, we should
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simply blazon the bordure as a bordure sable semy of
roundels argent, or even better, a bordure sable platy (which
means the same thing in fewer syllables).

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  Two possible problems with the given name.  First,

this is indeed the form found in the King James Version,
but is probably not the same as the one in the Vulgate, which
would have been the one familiar to someone in period
France.  Second, this is the sort of semi-obscure Old
Testament name popular mostly with the English Puritans.
We need some indication that the French ever used this sort
of name.  Dauzat’s entry for the surname gives no indication
of its being used with the preposition, though that is one
way to form a patronymic.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Close to but clear of Rhiannon Saint Chamberlayne,

“Argent, a phoenix gules rising from flames proper a bordure
rayonny sable,” with a CD for plain versus complex line on
the bordure and another for adding the tertiaries.  No
conflicts found.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  <Amariah> is indeed in the Old Testament, the name

of nine different people, mostly priests.  However, I would
be extremely surprised to see the name still in use in period,
even in Jewish circles.

I don’t know if this will help any, but Morlet has <Amiradus>
a.895, <Amaricus> a.897, <Americus> a.942, <Amarella>
a.878. and <Amarinus> a.927-942.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Amariah is mentioned in several Old Testament books

but this doesn’t mean it was used as a given name in our
period.  Many such names come into use with the Puritans
well into the 17th century.  The earliest examples of Amariah
my research produced were from the late 18th century United
States when Old Testament names were in fashion.  Amariah
wasn’t in Withycombe or any of several standard name
references consulted.  It really needs an example to date its
use in our period.  It doesn’t look like Dauzat’s Noms de
famille gave a date for Clovis but this was a 6th century
king of the Franks.  Dauzat’s Noms de Lieux 2nd ed. didn’t
list it as a place name.

[Device]  Could also be blazoned “Argent a double-headed
phoenix gules within a bordure sable platy.”

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  The documentation of Amariah is almost useless:

where in the Old Testament is this name found?  Is it even a
personal name?  Thanks to the wonders of modern
technology I was able to find it in the on-line Strong’s
Concordance; the specific reference is <http://www.bju.edu/
bible/h/550.html>.  It is indeed a masculine name,
pronounced roughly \ahm-ar-YAH\.  In the Bible it’s the

name of (1) Zadok’s grandfather, (2) a head priest’s son in
Solomon’s time, (3) a chief priest under Jehoshaphat, (4)
Hezekiah’s son, great-grandfather of Zephaniah, (5) a Levite
in Ezra’s time, (6) a Levite under Hezekiah, and (7) a priest
in Nehemiah’s time.  We can be pretty sure that in some
form it was a genuine early Semitic name, but that doesn’t
help much.  Seror in Les noms des Juifs de France au Moyen
Âge has nothing like it.  Like other Old Testament names it
might possibly have been used late in the 16th c. in England,
but that setting is wholly incompatible with the byname.

The documentation given for de Clovis is misleading:  the
entry in Dauzat is actually for Clovis, a baptismal name
that according to Dauzat is still in use and a rather rare
patronymic surname.  There was a relatively brief period in
the Middle Ages when some of the French used de to form
patronymics; according to Dauzat s.v. De- this occurred
mostly in the Centre and South.  The usage never caught on
in Anglo-Norman England.  Thus, de Clovis implies a
medieval French name, quite impossible with Amariah.

[Device]  The arms, on the other hand, aren’t bad; with an
ordinary phoenix they’d be quite good.  It’s not necessary
to enumerate the plates on the border; a bordure sable platy
will do.

————————————————————————

1.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass.  [Asterisk:  This, too, is the CoH in action.  The
written commenters and I would have returned it; oral
commenters and Bordure felt it was a Laurel decision.]
Device: Pass reblazoned “Argent, a double-headed phoenix
sable rising from flames gules and a bordure sable platy.”  The
tincture of the bird was left out of the ILoI, leaving both bird
and flames gules.  However, the corrected blazon was also
checked for conflict.  [And Asterisk apologizes; this was her
mistake.]

————————————————————————

2.  Andrè de Chartres  (Bryn Gwlad)
New name; New device
Proposed Blazon:  Per chevron argent and Or, a chevron sable.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  No conflicts noted through March 1998.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  Dauzat, p. 9, makes no mention of this spelling of the

name, which is typically “André.”  He does cite a Breton
form “Andrès,” however.  The toponymic is
unexceptionable.  Dauzat doesn’t actually mention it, but
he does have “Chartr(a)in” on p. 114 with the same meaning.

[Device]  Nice and simple.  I’d have drawn the chevron about
twice as thick, though.
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Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  The chevron should be much wider.  No conflicts

found.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  Versus the device of Raphael Charboneau (reg. 3-84

via Atlantia), “Per chevron Or and argent, a chevron sable
between two mullets of six points and a scorpion tergiant
gules,” there is one CD for reversing the tinctures of the
field, and one for the addition of the secondary charges.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 23 under Andrew dates Andreas

from the Domesday Book 1086 and gives Andre as a French
form of the name.  Dauzat’s Noms de Lieux 2nd ed. page
176 under Chartres gives a date of 1150.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  There is no name Andrè; the name is André.  In the

Paris Tax Roll of 1292 it appears as Andri and Andry.  The
accent is a post-period marking often added to old texts by
modern editors to facilitate reading.  According to Alfred
Ewert, The French Language, all of the assorted French
diacritics except the acute accent were unknown in the
Middle Ages.  The acute accent was used occasionally to
indicate the tonic stress and more often to show that two
contiguous vowels are to be pronounced separately, or to
distinguish from contiguous m, n, u, v; sometimes it was
placed over monosyllablic a and u; none of these conditions
applies in the case of Andre, however.  The acute accent
was first used to distinguish final close e (as in André) from
final schwa (now silent, as in belle) by Robert Estienne in
his Dictionarium, published in 1530, but at first it was used
only by some grammarians and printers; it didn’t become
established until the following century.  André de Chartres
might be possible very late in period, though it’s very
unlikely that André himself would have used the accent;
Andre is far more likely even in the later 16th c., and Andrè
is simply wrong.

Chartres is fine:  Dauzat & Rostaing note this modern
spelling as early as c.1150.

————————————————————————

2.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass as “André de Chartres”
Device: Pass.  The submitter should be advised to draw the
chevron wider in the future.

————————————————————————

3.  Arnaud de Gournay of Dragonsley
New device; Name reg 09/94 via Calontir
Proposed Blazon:  Per saltire vert and Or, an eagle displayed

counterchanged.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Close to but clear of Elrik Skap-Vargr, “Per saltire

vert and argent, an eagle displayed grasping a double-axe
counterchanged,” with CDs for changing the tincture of half
of both the field and the primary charge (and nothing for
the maintained charge).  No conflicts found.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  Versus the device of Elrik Skap-Vargr (reg. 10-89

via the West), “Per saltire vert and argent, an eagle displayed
grasping a double-axe counterchanged,” there should be two
CDs for changing the tincture of the field and changing half
the tincture of the eagle.  While the blazon is ambiguous,
I’m guessing that the axe is not worth a CD.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Please compare to Elrik Skap-Vargr October 1989:

“Per saltire vert and argent, an eagle displayed grasping a
double-axe counterchanged.”  There was considerable doubt
that the substantial change for X.2 is met here.  There is one
CD for the change in tincture of half the field but the axe
would not seem to be difference enough for a second CD.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  There has been some tendency in the past to consider

that ‘birds is birds’ for conflict purposes, so there’s a potential
conflict with Leonie de Civronnay, Per saltire vert and or,
a mockingbird displayed head to sinister proper perched
on an ocatillo branch fesswise vert flowered gules.  There’s
certainly a CD for charge tincture; the other would have to
come from the branch or from the type of bird.

————————————————————————

3.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Pass.  Against Leonie de Civronnay (see Talan
Gwynek) we see a CD for charge tincture and another for
removing the branch which is blazoned as half the primary
charge group.  There may also be a CD for raptor vs non-
raptor.  The LoI will request that Laurel make a visual check,
if needed.

————————————————————————

4.  Briana Dolfin  (Elfsea)
New name; New device;
Proposed Blazon:  Azure three dolphins haurient Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The fact that the dolphins are contourné or haurient

to sinister needs to be specifically blazoned.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The dolphins are contourny.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  “Note:  Briana has been ruled SCA compatible.” (Jaelle
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of Armida, LoAR January 1997, p. 10).  Reaney & Wilson
(p. 138 under Dolphin) date the spelling Dolfin to 1193 as a
given name and to 1171 and 1182 as a byname.

[Device]  The dolphins are contourny and should be drawn
larger.  No conflicts found.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  <Dolfin> in this spelling is dated in Reaney & Wilson

to 1171, 1182.  No conflicts found on the on-line OandA.
[Device]  The dolphins are contourny.  They also appear to be

heraldic dolphins, not natural ones.  I know natural dolphins
must always be blazoned as such; do they need to be
specifically blazoned as heraldic dolphins, or is that the
default?  [Asterisk Note:  The default is the heraldic dolphin,
panther, seahorse, etc. so the natural animal is the only one
which must be blazoned.]  No conflicts found on the on-
line OandA.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Reaney & Wilson page 138 under Dolphin goes on to

date Dolfin to 1171.
[Device]  Could also be blazoned “Azure three dolphins

haurient two and one Or.”  [Asterisk:  But the purpose of
defaults is to shorten blazons, and this is the default
position.]

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  The relevant citation for Dolfin as a byname is Richard

Dolfin 1182 from Reaney & Wilson s.n. Dolphin.  Please
note that since there are three editions of this reference, a
page number is much less useful than a headword.  The
decision to declare Briana ‘SCA-compatible’ was not made
1/97; it goes back to 12/95.  (I know, because – much to my
distress – I made it.)

[Device]  The dolphins are haurient contourny.

————————————————————————

4.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass.
Device: Pass reblazoned “Azure three dolphins haurient
contourny Or”

————————————————————————

5.  Catrinn Brynmorgan  (Steppes)
New name; New device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, two dolphins haurient respectant

and on a chief gules, three hearts Or.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  the Gruffudd entry is on p. 21.  I don’t think the

terminal “n” can be doubled at will in Welsh as it can in
English.

[Device]  The dolphins should be elongated to fill their space.

Bryn Gwlad

[Name]  Bardsley (p. 143 under Buckley) dates the spelling
Caterin to 1559.  The spelling Katryn occurs 4 times,
beginning on p. 29 in 1569, in Gray, Irvine and J. E. Gethyn-
Jones, editors, The Registers of the Church of St. Mary’s,
Dymock, 1538-1790 (The Bristol and Gloucestershire
Archaeological Society, 1960).  Also in Dymock, the spelling
Caterin appears 3 times beginning on p. 3 in 1574 and
Caterin 3 times beginning on p. 31 in 1570/1 (all between
1538-1600/1).  Given these spellings, the spelling Catrin
should be fine, but we can find no examples with 2 “n”s at
the end of the name.

[Device]  Close to but clear of Alan le Breton, “Argent, two
dolphins haurient respectant within a bordure gules,” with
a CD for chief versus bordure and another for adding the
tertiaries.  No conflicts found.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  The documentation presented is for <Catrin>.  Do we

have any documentation for the double <n>?
[Device]  These also are heraldic dolphins.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Welsh Surnames by T J Morgan page 31 gives place-

name surnames examples of Brynmor, Brynker, and
Bryngwyn.  Page 168 under Morgan gives the Old Welsh
form as Morcant and Morgan dated from the medieval
period.  Welsh Names by Gruffudd page 21 under Catrin
gives Catrin ferch Gruffudd dated from 1555.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  To be precise, Gruffudd mentions a Catrin ferch

Gruffudd active around 1555 and a Catrin o’r Berain 1591;
these are of course modern, normalized spellings of the
names.  I know of no justification for Catrinn, and I can’t
say what form Catrin might have taken in period (though
the modern one seems reasonable enough for the 16th c.).

————————————————————————

5.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass as Catrin Brynmorgan.
Device: Pass.

————————————————————————

6.  Charles MacKinnon  (Bryn Gwlad)
Resubmitted device; Name reg 12/93
Proposed Blazon:  Per pale azure and argent, two alligators

rampant contourny each maintaining a sword inverted and
a tower counterchanged.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  My comment on his previous submission still stands:

these look less like alligators than men in alligator suits.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Consider Wynflaed of Hawksmir, “Per pale azure
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and argent, a tower and in chief two hawk’s heads erased
addorsed counterchanged.”  The tinctures are identical so
any difference must come from the visual weight of the
charges (a primary and two secondaries versus a group of
three primaries).  This may need to be a Laurel judgment
call.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Unfortunately the attempted fix has the same problem

with another device, Wynflaed of Hawksmir August of 1985
(via the West):  “Per pale azure and argent, a tower and in
chief two hawk’s heads erased addorsed counterchanged.”
This can be better seen if the current device is blazoned
“Per pale azure and argent a tower and in chief two alligators
rampant contourny each maintaining a sword inverted
counterchanged.”  There is 1 CD for a change to the type of
half of the primary charge group.

————————————————————————

6. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Pass. Against Wynflaed of Hawksmir “Per pale azure
and argent, a tower and in chief two hawk’s heads erased
addorsed counterchanged” we count 1CD for change to half
the primary charge group and 1CD for dropping the
secondaries.  However, we are requesting a visual check at
Laurel.  If it shows that Wynflaed’s hawk’s heads are in fact
prominent enough to conflict with Charles, we are requesting
that Wynflaed’s device be reblazoned in the O&A to reflect
this.

————————————————————————

7.  Dominic MacNamara  (Bjornsborg)
New name; New device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, a seadog proper maintaining a Celtic

cross gules and a chief engrailed azure.  Asterisk note:  the
seadog has brown forequarters and green hindquarters.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  The chief is invected, since the points of the line of

division go into it.  Returning a brown bull of Saint Luke
proper, Laurel said:  “While we register brown beasts proper
if the animal is found naturally brown, such as a brown
rabbit, or a brown hound, this is not a beast, but rather a
monster, because of the wings and halo.  Since monsters do
not have proper coloration, they cannot be brown.” (Jaelle
of Armida, LoAR May 1998, p. 28)  This “sea-dog” (which
is not the heraldic sea dog in any case; see Pictorial
Dictionary, #636, which defines a sea-dog as “a talbot with
webbed feet and tail”) suffers the same problem.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  The chief is invected, not engrailed.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Bardsley (p. 247 under Dominey) date the spelling

Dominicus to 19 Edw II and Domenyk to 34 Hen. VI.
Bardsley (p. 85 under Baud) dates the spelling Dominick to
the time of Henry IV.  The spelling Dominic would therefore
seem to be reasonable.  The spelling Mac Namara is dated
to 1511 in Reaney & Wilson as cited in the ILoI.
MacNamara should be fine.

[Device]  This charge is not a seadog which, according to the
Pic-Dic, p. 94, is a talbot with webbed feet and tail and fins
on its back.  The 3/98 LoAR blazons a similar charge “a
fish-tailed demi-dog.”  This usage would make the blazon
awkward in this case – “a brown demi-dog proper fish-tailed
vert?”  No conflicts found.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe pages 85 under Dominic dates it from

the 13th century.
[Device]  Since this differs from the standard sea dog it might

be better to blazon as “Argent a fish-tailed sea talbot proper
maintaining a Celtic cross gules and a chief engrailed azure.”

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  The only c.1600 Englished form of mac Conmara

noted by Woulfe is M’Conmara; Reaney & Wilson’s
MacNamara 1511 is from a Manx source.  (This doesn’t
invalidate it, but if he wants to be Irish, he may prefer to use
the form attested in Irish records.)  The combination of
names is rather implausible and implies that the bearer’s
family was not Irish-speaking, but it’s presumably
registerable.

[Device]  The chief is invected, not engrailed.  This is
unfortunate:  I’ve never seen an invected chief in period
armory, but engrailed chiefs aren’t at all unusual.  The Celtic
cross is another non-period armorial motif.  Consequently
I’m not inclined to give the non-standard tincture of the
seadog the benefit of the doubt, especially since I suspect
that a seadog proper will not be generally understood.

————————————————————————

7.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass
Device: Returned for using brown as the tincture of a monster.
See Da’ud ibn Auda.  Reblazoned “Argent, a brown demi-
dog proper fish-tailed vert maintaining a Celtic cross gules
and a chief invected azure.”

This is a change from the decision at the meeting, which was
to pass the device with a request for clarification of the
precedent Da’ud quotes.  However, when trying to word the
request on the LoI it became apparent that the precedent was
clear:  monsters can’t be brown.  Fish-tailed demi-dogs are
monsters, so they can’t be brown.

————————————————————————
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8.  Dominique Michelle Le Vasseur  (Steppes)
Resub device; Name reg 02/99
Proposed Blazon:  Purpure, a peacock contourny argent.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Conflicts with Barony of One Thousand Eyes,

“(Fieldless) A peacock pavonated to base contourny argent”
with only the one CD for fielded versus fieldless armory.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  Versus the badge of the Barony of One Thousand

Eyes, (reg. 9-97 via Artemisia), “[Fieldless] A peacock
pavanated to base contourny argent,” I believe there is only
one CD for fieldlessness.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  Could also be blazoned “Purpure a peacock

pavonated to base contourney argent.”  Unfortunately the
attempted fix has a conflict with Barony of One Thousand
Eyes, September 1997:  “(Fieldless) A peacock pavonated
to base contourney argent.”  There is one CD for the field.
Heralds, when using a change in orientation of a charge or
adding a bordure to clear a conflict please be on the lookout
for creating a new conflict.  [Asterisk:  Yes, please!  Until
you’ve done it, you have no idea how much it hurts to return
similar submissions multiple times.]

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  It’s a pity that she doesn’t use this lovely charge in

its proper heraldic posture.

————————————————————————

8.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Device:  Returned for conflict.  See Magnus, with notes to
heralds.

————————————————————————

9.  Donatien Delaborde  (Tempio)
New name; New device
Proposed Blazon:  Per fess argent and azure, two ferrets statent

counterchanged.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  There is no “e” in statant.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  The surname is a modern form; I’d expect the more

typical period spelling to be “de la Borde,” but defer to those
who actually know French.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  Nice ferrets!

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  The Lives of the Saints by Omar Englebert page 200

dates Donatian as a saint from Nantes who died in 304.
Dauzat, Noms de Lieux, 2nd ed. page 97 under Borde dates
it as a hamlet name from 1189.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  As it stands, the name is probably late-period; if he

wants an earlier version, he should probably write it
Donatien de la Borde.  (It’s incorrect to say that Delaborde
is derived from the family name Borde; rather, both family
names, Borde and Delaborde, are derived from Old French
borde ‘rural house, small farm’.)

[Device]  The ferrets are statant.

————————————————————————

9.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass.
Device: Pass with “statant” spelled correctly.  [Asterisk:
There’s no “e” in “statant”, but there’s one on my keyboard.
Some days, that’s all it takes.]

————————————————————————-

10.  Eleanor de la Zouche  (Rosenfeld)
New name

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Bardsley (p. 178 under Chilman) dates the spelling

Eleanor to 1273.  Reaney & Wilson (p. 433 under Such)
date the spelling de la Zuche to 1172, 1177, 1198; la Zouche
to 1316, and de la Souche to 1316.  Given these examples,
the spelling de la Zouche seems reasonable.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  Reaney & Wilson s.n. <Such> have <de la Zuche>

1198, <de la Suche> 1212, <de la Soche> 1212, <de la
Souche> 1316, from the OFr souche ‘tree-stump.’  Based
on these spellings, I believe that <Zouche> would be an
acceptable alternative spelling of <Souche>.  Talan’s
collection of names from Reaney & Wilson has <Eleanor>
in 1361.  <Eleanor de la Zouche> is an excellent 14th century
Englishwoman’s name.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Withycombe page 96 under Eleanor dates the name

from the 12th to 15th century.  Reaney & Wilson page 433
under Such dates William la Zouche from 1316.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Eleanor isn’t the most common written form in the

Anglo-Norman period; as can be seen in Withycombe, it’s
usually tricked out with a Latin inflectional ending as
Eleanora, Alianora, or the like.  The history by Otway-
Ruthven cannot be taken as documentation for a particular
form:  the odds are overwhelming that like almost all such
works it gives normalized (and probably modernized) forms
of names.  The vernacular form without the ending does
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occasionally crop up even in early records:  Bardsley s.n.
Chilman notes Eleanor Childman 1273.

The same goes for the byname.  Reaney & Wilson s.n. Such
show a range of genuine documentary forms:  de Lachuche
1172, la Zuche 1177, de la Zuche 1198 (all referring to the
same person), la Zuche 1212, de la Suche 1275, de la Soche
1275, La Sutche 1243, Suche 1275, la Zouche 1316, de la
Souche 1316.  The name also appears in a number of early
rolls of arms:  la Suche (Heralds’ Roll); la Souche (Dering
Roll); la Zouche (Camden Roll); la Suche, de la Souche
(St. George’s Roll); le Souch, de la Souche (Charles’ Roll);
la Zouche, la Souche (Lord Marshal’s Roll); la Suche, la
Zuche, la Zouche (Collins’ Roll); and la Souche (Falkirk
Roll).  These are from Gerard J. Brault, Aspilogia III: The
Rolls of Arms of Edward I.  For brevity I’ve taken only the
rolls dated before 1300; the earliest, the Heralds’ Roll, is
from c.1279.  The Old French word on which the name is
based is souche ‘tree-stump’; this presumably explains the
predominance of S forms.  While de la Zouche is clearly
within the range of possible forms, both la Souche and de
la Souche are more typical.  Were I in her shoes, I’d register
one of the more typical forms and then actually use a variety
of different ones on different occasions.

————————————————————————

10. COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass.

————————————————————————

11.  Elric Dracwine  (Steppes)
Resub device; Name reg 10/90
Proposed Blazon:  Per fess sable and argent, two swans naiant

contourny counterchanged.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  No conflicts found on the on-line OandA.

————————————————————————

11. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Pass

————————————————————————

12.  Faustus of Antioch  (Shadowlands)
New device; Name reg 12/98
Proposed Blazon:  Pily bendy azure and argent a roundel and

a bordure sable.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  I like it!  I’d like it even better if the two colors had

better contrast than azure and sable.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  This is quite striking!  Versus the device of Muiredach

O’Siadhail (reg. 1-96 via the East), “Gyrrony arrondy Or
and gules, a gunstone,” there is one CD for the field, and
one for the addition of the bordure.  Versus the device of
Andrew the Black, (reg. 3-80), “Per chevron abased argent
and Or, a pellet within a bordure gules,” there is one CD for
the field, and one for the tincture of the bordure.  Versus the
device of Johann Lorinson, (reg. 7-85 via the West), “Per
chevron embattled argent and gules, in chief a gunstone,”
there is one CD for the field and one for the addition of the
bordure.  This looks clear.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  I’m sure that it’s SCA-legal, but I note that in my

experience these gaudy pily fields were seldom charged.

————————————————————————

12. COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Pass

————————————————————————

13.  Gavin MacIain  (Trelac)
New name; New device
Proposed Blazon:  Quarterly vert and checky vert and argent,

two hawks rising wings displayed and inverted in bend
argent.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Returning Quarterly Or and lozengy azure and Or,

in bend two <charges>, Laurel said:  “After much soul-
searching, I must agree with the commenters who saw an
appearance of marshalling in the device.  Rule XI.3.b states
that quarterly may be used only “when no single portion of
the field [appears] to be an independent piece of armory.”
In general, complexity in any of the quarters makes it look
like independent armory; for example, XI.3.b explicitly cites
the use of multiple charges in a quarter as unacceptable.
The motif Quarterly X and Y, in bend two [charges] is
allowable when the uncharged quarters are plain tinctures;
we don’t protect plain tinctures.  But when the uncharged
quarters are complex fields, we lose that rationale; and the
complexity then begins to make it look like an independent
coat.  This, beneath all the subtext, is exactly what XI.3.b is
meant to prevent.”  (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, LoAR
October 1992, p. 30)

“It has been previously ruled (LoAR of Oct 92, p.30)
that the use of a complex field [in this example, checky] in
two quarters of a quartered design gives too strong an
appearance of marshalling.  This is true whether or not those
quarters are charged; their complexity gives them the
appearance of independent armory, which Rule XI.3.b
prohibits.”  (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, LoAR
January 1993, p. 26)  I am afraid that this must be returned
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for the appearance of marshalling, in violation of RfS XI.3.b.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Device]  This is as close to violating the rule against the

appearance of mashalling as you can get, in my opinion.
How can we tell those are hawks?  They are in a posture
normally used by eagles, they appear to have tufted feathers
on their heads, and they aren’t belled and jessed.  There’s
not canting to preserve by not reblazoning them as eagles.

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Withycombe (p. 127 under Gawain) date the spelling

Gawin to 1530-1 and Gavin to 1604.  Black (p. 510 under
MACIAN) gives the Gaelic spelling as MacIain, and dates
the spellings McAan to 1519, M’Ean to 1538, Makayn to
1502, and Mackane to 1541.  Additionally, the following
Laurel ruling occurred while the Gaelic-English ban was in
place:  “Iain is a Gaelic spelling of which cannot be
combined with an English name.  We have substituted the
Anglicized spelling, Ian.” (Jaelle of Armida, LoAR February
1998, p. 2).  Since no mention is made that Iain is modern,
I would presume that this spelling is registerable now that
the Gaelic-English ban has been removed, MacIain should
be registerable with an English or Anglicized forename such
as Gavin.

[Device]  This device violates a Laurel precedent which says,
“The motif Quarterly X and Y, in bend two [charges] is
allowable when the uncharged quarters are plain tinctures;
we don’t protect plain tinctures.  But when the uncharged
quarters are complex fields, we lose that rationale; and the
complexity then begins to make it look like an independent
coat” (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, 10/92).

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  I’m not sure if this violates our prohibition against

marshalling or not.  Laurel precedent states that we do not
protect single tincture devices, but “Checky vert and argent”
could be a device in its own right, in which case this is
quartering “Checky vert and argent” with “Vert, a hawk
rising wings displayed and inverted argent,” which would
be marshalling, and therefore presumptuous.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Gavin is listed under Gawain in Withycombe.  Black’s

Surnames of Scotland page 510 under MacIan dates Donald
MacIain from 1296 and various spellings Makayn 1502,
McAyn 1519, M’Ean 1538.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  Black s.nn. Rait, Rais has Gavin 1477, 1577.  Note,

though, that this is a non-Gaelic name of Germanic origin.
It was certainly used by the Scots, but it doesn’t seem to
have been borrowed by the Gaelic speakers until very late,
probably after our period.  (It certainly isn’t ‘Anglicized
Scots’; it’s simply both Scots and English.  I suspect that
someone meant ‘Anglicized Gaelic’, which it is not.)

I’m probably wasting my breath, but I have to point out that
so far as the Academy of S. Gabriel has been able to discover,
Iain (and a fortiori MacIain) is a post-period Gaelicization
of John.  (We put a lot of work into this one.)  The most
common Scots form in the late 16th c. seems to be M’Ean;
other recorded forms include Mc kane 1433, Makane 1494,
Makayn 1502, Makkane 1505, Makcane 1515, McAan 1519,
McAyn 1519, Makcayne 1519, M’Cane 1538, Mackane 1541,
M’Cayne 1580, and M’Cayne 1580 (Black s.n. Macian).

[Device]  As I recall, there are precedents to the effect that
patterned fields (e.g., checky) aren’t plain for the purposes
of RfS XI.3 (Marshalling); if so, this must be returned for
appearance of marshalling.

————————————————————————

13.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass.
Device: Returned for appearance of marshalling.   See Da’ud,
et al.  [Asterisk: The consultants at Gulf War apologize for
failing to catch this at the time.  We were all wet about
marshalling and in other ways as well.]

————————————————————————

14.  Gilian Esmond of Dragon’s Ley  (Bjornsborg)
New household name, House of the Compass Star; New

badge; Name reg 03/93 via Calontir
Proposed Blazon:  (Fieldless) A compass star within and

conjoined to an annulet Or.

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Name]  When is a noun not a noun?  When it’s used as an

adjective, to modify another noun.  Yes, “compass” is both
a noun and a period term.  Here, however, it is a adjective,
modifying the noun “star” in exactly the same way that it
does the noun “rose” in the phrase “compass rose”.  The
compass star as a charge is an SCA invention.  The Pictorial
Dictionary , #517, tell us that it is “unique to Society
heraldry.”  That means that it is a 20th Century item, not a
period one.  As such, we have to assume that it’s name,
though made up of elements which individually are
documentably period, is also modern, and therefore
inappropriate for the use here.

[Badge]  The compass star is only “conjoined” to the annulet
at two points, the chiefmost and basemost tips.  While very
technically in compliance, this really does not meet the spirit
of the rules for fieldless style badges as found in RfS VIII.5.

Gawain of Miskbridge
[Name]  Since the term “compass star” seems to be an SCA

construct, the burden’s on her to show that the term had some
sort of meaning in period.  The words “space” and “shuttle”
both can be dated to period, but “space shuttle” has no period
meaning.

[Badge]  This is very close to the appearance of a compass
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rose.  I’d be inclined to bounce it for the same reason we
don’t allow unicornate horses.  Nitpick:  Shouldn’t all four
cardinal points touch the annulet?

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  Although the words “compass” and “star” are both

period, the compass star is an SCA invention.  This makes
its appearance as a household name based on an inn sign
very improbable.  House of the Compass Rose, a period
object, would be a lovely name but unfortunately conflicts
with the Award of the Compass Rose.

[Badge]  This charge is virtually identical to a compass rose.
The only difference is that, according to the Pic-Dic, pp.
20-22, a compass rose has its north point elongated, often
in the form of a fleur-de-lys.  This similarity suggests that
the badge should conflict with Walter de Witte, “Sable, a
compass rose Or,” with only the one CD for fielded versus
fieldless armory.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Badge]  This looks clear.  There were a number of close

conflicts, but all had one CD for the annulet and one for the
fieldlessness.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Name]  Since the compass star is not a period charge there

was some concern that the name and the object are also not
period.

[Badge]  The compass star needs to be drawn to touch the
annulet at all four points.  Compare with Oshima Kinuneko
February of 1985 “Counter-ermine, a sun in splendor Or
within an annulet wreathed Or and gules.”

From LoAR April 1997, p. 16 – “And while suns and
compass stars are blazonably different charges, the
difference here is insignificant.  “There’s ...no difference
between suns and multi-pointed mullets – which includes
compass stars.” (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, LoAR
June 1993, p. 18).” There is only one CD for the field.
[Asterisk:  Changing the tincture of half the annulet to gules
might give the other CD, but it became a moot question.
Read on ….]

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  The proposed justification for the household name

makes no sense.  In order to justify Compass Star as an inn
name, one would have to show that some object that could
have been painted on a sign to identify the inn would have
been known as a compass star.  I can find no period evidence
for this term; the OED s.v. rose does have a quotation or
two suggesting that by the end of our period a similar design
might have been called a compass rose.  The obsolete
meaning of compass noted in the documentation might
perhaps yield an inn-name like (in modern spelling) The
Star in Compass, though I suspect that this would become
The Star and Compass if indeed it didn’t begin in that form.
I might believe Circle Star, the modern equivalent, as the

spoken version of a modern cattle brand, but not as a sign-
name, and in our period Compass Star is plainly no better.

————————————————————————

14.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Household Name: Returned because “compass star” is not a
period term or object.
Badge: Returned for conflict with Walter de Witte, “Sable, a
compass rose Or,” with only the one CD for fielded versus
fieldless armory.  Even if present, emphasis on the top point of
Walter’s compass rose would not add a full CD.  Also, the
conjoining is insufficient.  At a minimum, all four cardinal
points should touch the annulet solidly.

————————————————————————

15.  Katla Olafsdóttir  (Shadowlands)
New name

Bryn Gwlad
[Name]  The name found on p. 13 of Geirr Bassi is Oláfr (note

the accent).  The patronymic is properly constructed.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  If you are going to use the accent in <dóttir>, you

should also use the accents in Óláfr, eg. <Óláfsdóttir>.  In 5/
98, Laurel returned the name <Thora Grimsdóttir> because
it had the accent on <dóttir> but not on <Gríms>, and stated
that either all the accents need to be used, or none, but not
some of each.

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  If she’s going to mark the long vowel in dóttir, she

really ought to mark the ones in the rest of the name: Katla
Óláfsdóttir.  This spelling will do for the early Middle Ages,
but later on Swedish spelling diverged considerably.  In the
later Middle Ages she’d want something like Olaffzdotter
1480, Olaffsdotter 1482, or Olafsdotter 1491 (Sveriges
medeltida personnamn, Häfte 1, cols.102-3).  The spelling
dotter is found by the early 14th c. (ibid., Häfte 3 s.n. Birgitta),
though at that early date it may be more common to separate
the elements: Olafs dotter.

————————————————————————

15.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass as “Katla Óláfsdóttir”

————————————————————————

16.  Mairi M’Donnyle  (Loch Soilleir)
New device; Name reg 12/93
Proposed Blazon:  Vert a chevron between three cushions

argent.
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THE MATTER OF BRITAIN
by Master Daniel de Lincolia

These are trivia questions concerning English royalania.  Some
are period, some not.  Questions will be posted one per month
with answers following in the next month’s Gazette.

Answer 3: The most recent Queen Regnant of Great Brit-
ain is Queen Anne, who is also the last Queen of England,
*not* the current Queen Elizabeth II.  There were no other
queens regnant between the 1707 Act of Union with Scotland
which dissolved England into Great Britain, and the 1801 Act
of Union with Ireland that dissolved Great Britain into the
United Kingdom, which is now the more correct name for the
country.

Question 4: King Edward of England chartered a title to
be given automatically to the monarch’s heir-apparent son.  This
title has been in use (whenever such a son exists) from Edward’s
son to Charles today.  What is this title?

Da’ud ibn Auda
[Device]  Conflict with: Caitlyn Emrysm Vert, a chevron

between three peacocks pavonated to base argent; and with
Harrys Rob of Wamphray, Vert, a chevron between three
winged spurs argent.  In each case there is only one CD for
the change to the type of the secondary charges.

Bryn Gwlad
Her name was registered as Màiri M’Donnyle (accent over the

a).
[Device]  The device conflicts with Caitlyn Emrys, “Vert, a

chevron between three peacocks pavonated to base argent,”
and Harrys Rob of Wamphray, “Vert, a chevron between
three winged spurs argent.” In each case, there is only the
one CD for changing the type of the secondaries.

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Device]  Beautiful device!  I’ve always wanted to see

someone actually use pillows on their arms.

Talan Gwynek
[Device]  This lovely coat conflicts with Caitlyn Emrys, Vert,

a chevron between three peacocks pavonated to base argent:
there’s just one CD for changing the type of the secondary
charges.  For the same reason it conflicts with Harrys Rob
of Wamphray, Vert, a chevron between three winged spurs
argent.

————————————————————————

16.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Device: Returned for conflict with Caitlyn Emrys and Harrys
Rob of Wamphray.  See above.

————————————————————————

17.  Mariánna le Fey  (Rathad le an Caisteal)
New name; New device
Proposed Blazon:  Argent, three piles inverted throughout in

point, in chief two irises azure slipped and leafed vert.

Bryn Gwlad
[Device]  Consider Andrew Redbeard, “Argent, three piles

inverted in point and a chief azure.”  Unless a CD is granted
for piles inverted versus piles inverted throughout, which
would be surprising since piles are drawn nearly throughout
in any case, the only difference comes from the change from
a chief to two irises in chief. [Asterisk:  Dropping the chief
is 1CD and adding the flowers is 1CD.]

Aryanhwy merch Catmael
[Name]  The accent mark is purely for syllable accentation,

and can therefore be removed.

Magnus von Lubeck
[Device]  There was some question whether the two upper

corners could be charged with three piles inverted in point.

This resembles the chape and the upper corners with it are
not allowed to be charged.  [Asterisk: But this is not a chape,
and the field beside a pile can be charged.]

Talan Gwynek
[Name]  There is no Mariánna in De Felice: the headword is

Mariànna.  It doesn’t matter, since the accent is editorial
anyway; it’s a pronunciation guide, not part of the name.
The name Marianna occurs once amongst forenames of
female heads of household in the on-line data from the
Florentine catasto of 1427.  This of course does not justify
using it with an English version of an Old French byname.
She should consider instead Marina 1230, 1302 (Reaney &
Wilson s.n. Marrin); Marina le Fey would be a rare but
perfectly believable early 14th c. English name.  Yes, I realize
that it doesn’t have the desired pronunciation; if she wants
that, she needs an Italian byname.  Italian for ‘the fairy’ is
la fata, but I’ve no evidence for this as a byname.

On the other hand, I’m not entirely convinced that R&W
are correct in deriving the English le Fey 1332 from OFr
fae ‘fairy’.  Dauzat s.n. Fay notes that this old word for
‘beech’ has a variant fey, and my Old French dictionary
confirms that the word was masculine.  Thus, le Fey could
in fact be from a French topographical byname for someone
who lived near a prominent beech-tree.  The main argument
against this is the relative lateness (1332) of the English
example.  If it is really just another instance of ‘the beech-
tree’, there’s a fine cognate Italian surname:  De Felice
(cognomi) s.n. Faggi notes that this surname, from Latin
fagus ‘beech’, has a wide variety of dialect forms including
a northern Fae (two syllables: \fah-AY\).  This form even
occurs as a place-name, so both Marianna Fae and
Marianna da Fae should be fine.

[Device]  Three-lane highways are dangerous.
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————————————————————————

17.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name:  Pass as “Marianna le Fey” without the accent.  The
submitter wants the French beech and not the fairy.
Device:  Returned for multiple non-period elements which result
in an overall non-period style and, probably, landscape heraldry.
The troublesome elements include the width of the piles in
proportion to the small flowers, the prominence of the piles
throughout within the whole device, the mirror image of the
flowers instead of the same flower twice, and the appearance
of flowers beside a highway.

————————————————————————

IN-FUR-ENCE
by Master Daniel de Lincolia

Some heraldic authorities say that there are three classes of tinctures in armory: metals, colors, and furs.  In
armory, “fur” means something ermined (e.g., ermine) or vairy (e.g., vair).  (There are others that are much
rarer.)  These authorities say that the “rule of tincture” is no metal on metal, no color on color, and no fur
on fur.  However, they say that metal or color on fur may be fine, for example.  (E.g, Rothery, *Concise
Encyclopedia of Heraldry*, (Zagreb: Bracken Books, 1985), p. xviii.)

In SCA usage, furs are not necessarily neutral with respect to the rule of tincture.  Ermined furs are prima-
rily their background tincture.  Therefore, the SCA treats ermined tinctures as being of the same class as
their background color.  For example, ermine is argent with sable ermine spots, so ermine is treated like
argent, as a metal.  Counter-ermine is sable with argent ermine spots, so it’s treated like sable, a color.  So
no Or on ermine, and no gules on counter-ermine.

Vair and vairy are half metal and half color.  The SCA treats all half metal / half color charges or fields as
neutral.  They can have either metal or color on them or under them, as long as there is some contrast.  For
example, you can’t put an argent charge on a vair field, because the white charge will blend in with the
white sections of the vair.  (Using a thick black outline around the charge doesn’t help.)  A gules charge on
vair is fine.

Firs aren’t neutral either.  When they’re “proper”, they have green needles and a brown trunk, just like any
other tree.

Daniel de Lincolia, 6 July 1998

18.  Muge Ebugen  (Stargate)
Change of holding name from Conrad of Stargate; Formed by

Laurel 07/96

[Retiarius Note:  There were no comments for this item.]

————————————————————————
18.  COLLEGE ACTION:
Name: Pass.  [Asterisk:  Yeah!  Yahoo! Yippee! Vivant!
(explanation of exuberance available on request.)]

————————————————————————
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